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(57) ABSTRACT

A system and method of estimation motion of a machine is
disclosed. The method may include determining a first point
cloud and a second point cloud corresponding to an environ-
ment in a vicinity of the machine. The method may further
include generating a first extended gaussian image (EGI) for
the first point cloud and a second EGI for the second point
cloud. The method may further include determining a first
EGI segment based on the first EGI and a second EGI segment
based on the second EGI. The method may further include
determining a first two dimensional distribution for points in
the first EGI segment and a second two dimensional distribu-
tion for points in the second EGI segment. The method may
further include estimating motion of the machine based on the
first and second two dimensional distributions.

14 Claims, 9 Drawing Sheets
(6 of 9 Drawing Sheet(s) Filed in Color)
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MOTION ESTIMATION SYSTEM UTILIZING
POINT CLOUD REGISTRATION

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

This invention was made under government sponsorship:
NNJIOHB32A awarded by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA). The government has certain
rights in the invention.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates generally to a machine hav-
ing a system for estimating motion and, more particularly, to
a machine having a motion estimation system utilizing point
cloud registration.

BACKGROUND

Machines such as, for example, dozers, motor graders,
wheel loaders, wheel tractor scrapers, and other types of
heavy equipment are used to perform a variety of tasks at a
worksite. Autonomously and semi-autonomously controlled
machines are capable of operating with little or no human
input by relying on information received from various
machine systems. For example, based on machine movement
input, terrain input, and/or machine operational input, a
machine can be controlled to remotely and/or automatically
complete a programmed task. By receiving appropriate feed-
back from each of the different machine systems during per-
formance of the task, continuous adjustments to machine
operation can be made that help to ensure precision and safety
in completion of the task. In order to do so, however, the
information provided by the different machine systems
should be accurate and reliable. The velocity and angular
orientation (for example, yaw, pitch, and roll) of the machine
are a few of such parameters, for which accuracy may be
important for control of the machine and its operation.

Conventional machines typically utilize a navigation or
positioning system to determine these parameters. Some con-
ventional machines utilize a combination of one or more of
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) data, a Distance
Measurement Indicator (DMI) or odometer measurement
data, Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) data, etc. to determine
these parameters. Some machines utilize perception systems
including 3D scanning devices to determine these param-
eters. The 3D scanning devices may be one or more of 3D
LIDARS (light detection and ranging), flash LIDARS, and 3D
cameras.

Machines that use 3D LIDARS scan their surrounding envi-
ronment to obtain a series of 3D point clouds. The 3D LIDAR
unit in such machines may include a plurality of light sources,
such as lasers. Each laser may generate a laser beam which is
directed at various points of a worksite. The LIDAR unit may
further include one or more detector devices that receive the
laser beams after reflection off of various points of worksite.
Based on the time between generating the laser beam and
receiving the reflected laser beam (referred to as time-of-
flight measurements), the LIDAR unit may determine a dis-
tance to the corresponding point. In such a manner, the
LIDAR unit may generate a 3D point cloud image represen-
tative of a part of worksite. Each data point in this 3D point
cloud image may include a distance from the LIDAR unit to
a detected point of worksite. Once a series of such 3D point
clouds are obtained, different machine parameters such as

2
yaw, roll, pitch, etc. may be obtained by aligning the different
point clouds with one another.

Methods that align the different point clouds to determine
displacement and orientation of the machine are typically

5 referred to in the literature as registration methods. Assume
that we have two point clouds (a first and second point cloud)
of the same object. The only difference between the two point
clouds is that one of them (the second point cloud) is trans-
formed, either: rotated (rotated around the axis) or translated

10 (moved along the axis), or both, with respect to the original/
first point cloud. The goal or solution of a registration method
is to be able to move the second point cloud in such a way as
to negate the change (either the rotation or translation) it has
undergone and bring it back to where the original/first point

15 cloud is positioned. The amount of rotation or translation
required to align the second point cloud with the first point
cloud may provide the angular orientation and lateral dis-
placement of the machine.
An exemplary point cloud registration method that may be

20 used to align two point clouds is disclosed in "Fully Auto-
matic Registration of 3D Point Clouds" by Makadia et al. The
registration technique disclosed in the Makadia publication
generates an Extended Gaussian Image (EGI) for each of the
point clouds and aligns the point clouds using correlation

25 between the EGIs.
Although the registration technique disclosed in the Maka-

dia publication may be useful in aligning 3D point clouds, the
disclosed registration technique has some drawbacks. For
example, the registration technique of the Makadia publica-

30 tion may not be able to determine lateral displacement
between the point clouds and hence, may not provide the
ability to determine velocity of the machine. Further, the
disclosed technique may be highly reliant on object charac-
teristics and hence, may not be applicable when the detected

35 objects are uniform in all directions, such as a ball.
The motion estimation system of the present disclosure is

directed toward solving one or more of the problems set forth
above and/or other problems of the prior art.

40 SUMMARY

In one aspect, the present disclosure is directed to a system
for estimating motion of a machine. The system may include
a perception sensor configured to generate a first point cloud

45 and a second point cloud corresponding to an environment in
a vicinity of the machine. The system may further include a
controller in communication with the perception sensor, the
controller configured to generate a first extended gaussian
image (EGI) for the first point cloud and a second EGI for the

50 second point cloud. The controller may be further configured
to determine a first EGI segment based on the first EGI and a
second EGI segment based on the second EGI. The controller
may be further configured to determine a first two dimen-
sional distribution for points in the first EGI segment and a

55 second two dimensional distribution for points in the second
EGI segment. The controller may be further configured to
estimate motion of the machine based on the first and second
two dimensional distributions.

In another aspect, the present disclosure is directed to a
60 method of estimating motion of a machine. The method may

include determining, by one or more computer processors, a
first point cloud and a second point cloud corresponding to an
environment in a vicinity of the machine. The method may
further include generating, by the one or more computer

65 processors, a first extended gaussian image (EGI) for the first
point cloud and a second EGI for the second point cloud. The
method may further include determining, by the one or more
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computer processors, a first EGI segment based on the first
EGI and a second EGI segment based on the second EGI. The
method may further include determining, by the one or more
computer processors, a first two dimensional distribution for
points in the first EGI segment and a second two dimensional
distribution for points in the second EGI segment. The
method may further include estimating, by the one or more
computer processors, motion of the machine based on the first
and second two dimensional distributions.

In yet another aspect, the present disclosure is directed to a
non-transitory computer-readable storage device storing
instruction for enabling a processor to execute a method of
estimating motion of a machine. The method may include
determining a first point cloud and a second point cloud
corresponding to an environment in a vicinity of the machine.
The method may further include generating a first extended
gaussian image (EGI) for the first point cloud and a second
EGI for the second point cloud. The method may further
include determining a first EGI segment based on the first EGI
and a second EGI segment based on the second EGI. The
method may further include determining a first two dimen-
sional distribution for points in the first EGI segment and a
second two dimensional distribution for points in the second
EGI segment. The method may further include estimating
motion of the machine based on the first and second two
dimensional distributions.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The patent or application file contains at least one drawing
executed in color. Copies of this patent or patent application
publication with color drawing(s) will be provided by the
Office upon request and payment of the necessary fee.
FIG. 1 is a pictorial illustration of an exemplary disclosed

machine;
FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic illustration of an exemplary dis-

closed motion estimation system that may be used in con-
junction with the machine of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic illustration of two 3D point
clouds and their respective EGIs;

FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic illustration of EGI segments
corresponding to the EGIs of FIG. 3;

FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic illustration of a projection of the
EGI segments onto a 2D plane;

FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic illustration of a grid used to build
a distribution map for the points in the EGI segments;

FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic illustration of distribution maps
for the EGI segments;

FIG. 8 is a diagrammatic illustration of a correlation map;
and

FIG. 9 is a flowchart depicting an exemplary disclosed
method performed by the motion estimation system of FIG. 2.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 illustrates a machine 100 having an exemplary
disclosed motion estimation system 110. The machine 100
may be configured to perform some type of operation asso-
ciated with an industry such as mining, construction, farming,
transportation, power generation, or any other industry
known in the art. For example, machine 100 may be an earth
moving machine such as a haul truck, a dozer, a loader, a
backhoe, an excavator, a motor grader, a wheel tractor scraper
or any other earth moving machine. Machine 100 may gen-
erally include a frame 12 that at least partially defines or
supports an operator station, one or more engines mounted to
the frame, and a plurality of traction devices 14 driven by the

_►,

engine to propel machine 100. The traction devices 14, in the
disclosed exemplary embodiments, are wheels located at
opposing sides of machine 100. Each traction device 14 may
be independently driven to turn machine 100 or simulta-

5 neously and independently driven to propel machine 100 in a
straight direction. It is contemplated that one or all of traction
devices 14 may be replaced with another type of traction
device, if desired, such as belts or tracks.
FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of the motion

10 estimation system 110. The motion estimation system 110
may include an odometer 210, a sensor 220, a locating device
230, a perception sensor 240, and a controller 250. The above
devices and controller 250 may be connected to each other via
a bus 290. While a bus architecture is shown in FIG. 2, any

15 suitable architecture may be used, including any combination
of wired and/or wireless networks. Additionally, such net-
works may be integrated into any local area network, wide
area network, and/or the Internet.
Odometer 210 may provide a signal indicative of a distance

20 traveled by machine 100. Odometer 210 may provide as the
signal, a measurement of number of rotations of the traction
device 14 (such as a wheel 14). Odometer 210 may also
provide, as the signal indicative of a distance traveled by
machine 100, a measurement of number of rotations of a

25 member ofthe machine 100's drive train. For example, odom-
eter 210 may provide a measurement of number of rotations
of an axle of machine 100.

Sensor 220 may include any device capable of providing
angular rates of machine 100. For example, sensor 220 may

30 include any device (such as a gyroscope) capable of measur-
ing a yaw rate of the machine 100, and producing a corre-
sponding yaw rate signal. Sensor 220 may also include a
device (such as a gyroscope) capable of measuring a pitch rate
of machine 100, and producing a corresponding pitch rate

35 signal. Sensor 220 may further include a device (such as a
gyroscope) capable of measuring a roll rate of machine 100,
and producing a corresponding roll rate signal. Exemplarily,
sensor 220 may include a single IMU including 3-axis angu-
lar rate gyros that provide signals indicative of the pitch rate,

40 yaw rate, and roll rate of machine 100.
Locating device 230 may include any device capable of

providing a signal that indicates machine 100's location. For
example, locating device 230 could embody, a global satellite
system device (e.g., a Global Positioning System (GPS) or

45 Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) device), or any
other known locating device.

Perception sensor 240 may include a laser range finding
device. In the exemplary embodiments discussed herein, per-
ception sensor 240 may include a 3D LIDAR unit that may

50 include a plurality of light sources, such as lasers. Each laser
may generate a laser beam which is directed at various points
of a worksite. The LIDAR unit may further include one or
more detector devices that receive the laser beams after
reflection off of various points of worksite. Based on the time

55 between generating the laser beam and receiving the reflected
laser beam (referred to as time-of-flight measurements), the
LIDAR unit may determine a distance to the corresponding
point. In such a manner, the LIDAR unit may generate a 3D
point cloud image representative of a part of worksite. Each

6o datapoint inthis 3D point cloudimage may include a distance
from the LIDAR unit to a detected point of worksite. How-
ever, it will be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art
that the disclosed exemplary embodiments could be modified
to utilize other 3D scanning devices. It will be further under-

65 stood that odometer 210, sensor 220, and locating device 230
are optional and may not be present in machine 100 in accor-
dance with certain embodiments.
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Controller 250 may include processor 251, storage 252,

and memory 253, included together in a single device and/or
provided separately. Processor 251 may include one or more
known processing devices, such as a microprocessor from the
Pentium'TM or XeonTM family manufactured by Inte1TM, the 5

TurionTM family manufactured by AMDTM, any of various
processors manufactured by Sun Microsystems, or any other
type of processor. Memory 253 may include one or more
storage devices configured to store information used by con-
troller 250 to perform certain functions related to disclosed io
embodiments. Storage 252 may include a volatile or non-
volatile, magnetic, semiconductor, tape, optical, removable,
nonremovable, or other type of storage device or computer-
readable medium. Storage 252 may store programs and/or
other information, such as information related to processing 15
data received from one or more sensors, as discussed in
greater detail below.

In one embodiment, memory 253 may include one or more
motion estimation programs or subprograms loaded from
storage 252 or elsewhere that, when executed by processor 20
251, perform various procedures, operations, or processes
consistent with the disclosed embodiments. For example,
memory 253 may include one or more programs that enable
controller 250 to, among other things, collect data from one or
more of odometer 210, sensor 220, locating device 230, and 25
perception sensor 240, process the data according to dis-
closed embodiments such as those embodiments discussed
with regard to FIGS. 2-9, and estimate motion of machine 100
based on the processed data.

In certain exemplary embodiments, controller 250 (and 30
more particularly, the processor 251) may begin executing a
process of motion estimation. Exemplarily, controller 250
may receive from perception sensor 240 a series of 3D point
clouds. Two exemplary point clouds are illustrated in the top
half of FIG. 3. Each of the points in the point clouds may have 35
a corresponding x, y, and z coordinate. The 3D point clouds
may correspond to the position of machine 100 at different
times. For example, in FIG. 3, the white points may corre-
spond to a first 3D point cloud generated at time tl and the red
points may correspond to a second 3D point cloud generated 40
at time t2. Controller 250 may utilize a registration technique
to align the second 3D point cloud with the first 3D point
cloud and in the process determine lateral displacement and
angular orientation of machine 100. An exemplary registra-
tion technique executed by controller 250 is described next. 45

Controller 250 may generate an Extended Gaussian Image
(EGI) for each of the first and second point clouds. To gen-
erate the EGI for a given point cloud, controller 250 may
determine the norm for each point in the point cloud. The
norm may specify the direction of the point in terms of a unit 50
vector. Methods for determining EGI are well known and
software libraries (for example, point cloud library) that can
generate an EGI for a point cloud are readily available. Any
method for determining EGI may be used for purposes of the
present disclosure. For the first point cloud (white point 55
cloud) and the second point cloud (red point cloud), an EGI
may be calculated as shown in the lower half of FIG. 3. The
blue points represent the norm of the points in the first point
cloud and the redpoints represent the norm of the points in the
second point cloud. It will be understood that each point in the 60
first and second EGI may have a one-to-one correspondence
with the points in the first and second point clouds. Also,
while FIG. 3 illustrates two EGIs (one for the first point cloud
and one for the second point cloud together) in a single space,
it will be understood that the EGIs may be calculated sepa- 65
rately. For ease of reference, the EGI (blue points) corre-
sponding to the first point cloud will be hereinafter referred to

6
as the first EGI and the EGI (red points) corresponding to the
second point cloud will be referred to as the second EGI.

Having calculated the first and second EGIs, controller 250
may calculate a segment for each of the first and second EGIs.
For ease of reference, a segment of the first EGI will be
referred to as the first EGI segment and a segment of the
second EGI will be referred to as the second EGI segment. A
segment may refer to a subset of the points in the first and
second EGIs that may be determined by filtering the points in
the EGIs using some criteria. For example, each of the first
and second EGIs may be filtered using a criteria such as

-0.2<z<0.2 (1)

All points in the EGI cloud that do not satisfy this condition
may be filtered out to generate segmented EGI. Exemplary
EGI segments generated by filtering the first and second EGIs
using condition (1) are shown in FIG. 4. The EGI segments
obtained by limiting the "z" coordinate may be helpful in
determining yaw of machine 100. As points near the north
pole and south pole of the EGI cloud correspond to horizontal
surfaces, they may not possess useful information for pur-
poses of calculating yaw, and the displacement in the x and y
directions. Accordingly, points near the north and south pole
may be filtered out for purposes of calculating yaw using a
criteria such as criteria (1). It will be noted that —0.2 and 0.2
are only exemplary values and any other values may be used.
For example, in some embodiments, a different criteria such
as —0.3<z<0.3 or —0.45<z<0.2 may be used.

Having calculated the first and second EGI segments, con-
troller 250 may project each of the points therein onto a 2D
plane. Exemplarily, for each point in an EGI segment, con-
troller 250 may determine the corresponding point in the first
or second 3D point cloud illustrated in FIG. 3. For example,
controller 250 may determine for each point in the first EGI
segment, the corresponding point in the first point cloud (top
half of FIG. 3). Similarly, for each point in the second EGI
segment, controller 250 may determine the corresponding
point in the second point cloud (top half of FIG. 3). Having
located the corresponding points in the first or second point
clouds, controller 250 may retrieve the x, y, and z coordinates
for those points in the first and second point clouds. By
ignoring the z coordinates for those points, each of the points
may be projected onto anX-Y 2D plane based on theirrespec-
tive x and y coordinates. For example, if a certain point in the
first EGI segment has a corresponding point (x=16, y=19,
z=20) in the first point cloud, the point may be mapped onto
the 2D plane with coordinates (16, 19). An exemplary pro-
jection is illustrated in FIG. 5 where the blue points are points
from the white/first point cloud and the red points are from the
red/second point cloud.

Next, controller 250 may determine a distribution map for
each of the first and second EGI segments. Exemplarily, con-
troller 250 may generate an NxM grid with each grid point as
a bin or bucket. Here, N and M may be any integer. For
example, N may be specified as —100<N<100 and M may be
specified by —100<M<100. It will be understood that ̀ 100'
and ̀ -100' are simply examples and any integer limit maybe
put on N and M. Having generated the NxM grid, controller
250 may distribute each of the points in the 2D plane (FIG. 5)
across the NxM grid. It will be understood that two separate
distribution maps may be generated based on the above. To
distribute a point present in the 2D plane, controller 250 may
determine the x and y coordinates of the point in the 2D plane
illustrated in FIG. 5. Each point from the 2D plane may be
assigned a value of 1 and this value may be distributed across
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the different buckets or grid points based on the x and y
coordinates of the point as shown in FIG. 6 and described
next.

For example, consider a point in the 2D plane of FIG. 5 that
has x and y coordinates (1.5, 1.5). Such a point will be sur- 5

rounded by 4 grid points (1, 1), (1,2), (2, 1), and (2,2). As the
point (1.5,1.5) is equidistant to the lines connecting these 4
grid points, its value ('I') may be equally distributed amongst
the 4 grid points such that each of the 4 grid points get a value
of ̀0.25'. FIG. 6 illustrates how the value ('I') for each point io
is distributed across the neighboring 4 grid points based on
distance ̀ s' and ̀r.' Controller 250 may distribute each point
in the 2D plane as discussed above to generate two distribu-
tion maps, one for the first EGI segment and one for the
second EGI segment. In other words, to generate a distribu- 15
tion map for the first EGI segment, controller 250 may dis-
tribute all the blue points from the 2D plane of FIG. 5 across
the grid. To generate a distribution map for the second EGI
segment, controller 250 may distribute all the red points from
the 2D plane of FIG. 5 across the grid. Exemplary distribution 20
maps (first distribution map and second distribution map) are
illustrated in FIG. 7 for the first and second EGI segments.
These maps show the final value or weight (see z-axis) of each
grid point on the distribution map once all the points in the
first and second EGI segments are distributed. 25

Having calculated the first and second distribution maps
for the first and second EGI segments, respectively, controller
250 may determine a correlation between the distribution
maps over a plurality of rotations. For example, controller
250 may rotate the second distribution map by a predeter- 30
mined value (in degrees). Next, controller 250 may take a
correlation between the rotated second distribution map and
the first distribution map. The correlation may be obtained
using a known method such as a Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT). Controller 250 may then shift the rotated second dis- 35
tribution map laterally by, for example, shifting the x and y
coordinates of the rotated second distribution map. Controller
250 may again determine a correlation between the shifted
map and the first distribution map. Controller 250 may then
again shift the x and y coordinates of the rotated distribution 40
map and take another correlation. By iterating this process,
for a given rotation value, controller 250 may determine a
correlation map that maps correlation values with the amount
of lateral shift. An exemplary correlation map is shown in
FIG. 8. In the correlation map of FIG. 8, the x and y coordi- 45
nates refer to the amount of shift for the rotated second dis-
tribution map. In the correlation map, the z-axis denotes the
correlation value for any given lateral shift.

Next, controller 250 may rotate the original second distri-
bution map by another rotation value and determine a corre- 50
sponding correlation map for the rotation value as discussed
above. Accordingly, controller 250 may determine a plurality
of correlation maps for a plurality of rotation values. Next,
controller 250 may determine the correlation map with the
highest correlation value. The rotationvalue corresponding to 55
the correlation map with the highest correlation value may
provide the yaw for machine 100. For example, the correla-
tion map of FIG. 8 corresponds to a rotation of 9.2 degrees,
which controller 250 may determine as the yaw of machine
100. The x and y coordinate, scaled by an appropriate scaling 60
value, of the location of the peak in the selected correlation
map may provide the lateral displacement of machine 100 in
the x and y directions. By utilizing the lateral displacement,
controller 250 may determine the velocity of machine 100
based on the time difference between the first point cloud and 65
the second point cloud, which is known to controller 250.
Further, by utilizing the rotation degree (for example, 9.2

8
degrees above), controller 250 may determine yaw rate of
machine 100 based on the time difference between the first
point cloud and the second point cloud.

While the above discussion focused on determining yaw
and displacement in the x and y directions, controller 250 may
determine the roll and pitch of machine 100 in a similar
manner. For example, to determine pitch, controller 250 may
determine the first and second EGI segments by filtering
using ̀ y' threshold values as opposed to ̀ z' threshold values.
An exemplary filtering criterion may be —0.2<y<0.2. Having
determined the first and second EGI segments, controller 250
may project the points in the EGI segments onto a 2D plane
using the x and z coordinate values of the points from the first
and second point clouds. That is, instead of creating a 2D map
using x and y coordinate values as shown in FIG. 5, controller
250 may create a 2D map using x and z coordinate values.
Similarly, the first and second distribution maps be generated
using the x and z coordinate values as opposed to x and y
coordinate values. With respect to rotation of the distribution
maps, the x and z coordinates may be shifted to determine
correlation maps for different rotation values. Like the calcu-
lation for yaw, the rotation corresponding to the highest cor-
relation value may correspond to the pitch. For calculating
roll, a similar process may be followed except that the filter-
ing criterion would be based on the x coordinate, and the y and
z coordinate values may be used for the 2D planes and sub-
sequent steps.
FIG. 9 illustrates an exemplary processes implemented by

the controller 250 for motion estimation. A detailed descrip-
tion of FIG. 9 is provided in the next section.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

The disclosed motion estimation system 110 may be appli-
cable to any machine where motion estimation is desired. The
disclosed motion estimation system 110 may provide a faster
and more accurate registration technique for 3D point clouds
in comparison with prior art techniques. Operation of the
motion estimation system 110 will now be described in con-
nection with the flowchart of FIG. 9.
In S301, controller 250 (and more particularly, processor

251) may receive two or more point clouds from perception
sensor 240. Exemplary first and second point clouds are illus-
trated in FIG. 3 (top half). The 3D point clouds may corre-
spond to the position of machine 100 at different times. For
example, in FIG. 3, the white points may correspond to a first
3D point cloud generated at time tl and the red points may
correspond to a second 3D point cloud generated at time t2.
As discussed earlier, controller 250 may utilize a registration
technique to align the second 3D point cloud with the first 3D
point cloud and in the process determine lateral displacement
and angular orientation of machine 100. The registration
technique is described with reference to S302 thru S307.
In S302, controller 250 may generate an Extended Gauss-

ian Image (EGI) for each of the first and second point clouds.
As discussed earlier with reference to FIG. 3, to generate the
EGI for a givenpoint cloud, controller250 may determinethe
norm for each point in the point cloud. As discussed earlier,
the blue points in the lower half of FIG. 3 represent the first
EGI of the first point cloud and the red points in the lower half
of FIG. 3 represent the second EGI of the second point cloud.

Having calculated the first and second EGIs in S302, con-
troller 250 may proceed to S303 and calculate a segment for
each of the first and second EGIs. A segment may refer to a
subset of the 3D points in the first and second EGIs that may
be determined by filtering the points in the EGIs using some
criteria (for example, criteria of condition (1) above). All
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points in the EGI cloud that do not satisfy this condition may
be filtered out to generate segmented EGI. Exemplary EGI
segments generated by filtering the first and second EGIs
using condition (1) are shown in FIG. 4.

Having calculated the first and second EGI segments in 5

S303, controller 250 may project each of the points therein
onto a 2D plane in S304. Exemplarily, for each point in an
EGI segment, controller 250 may determine the correspond-
ing point in the first or second point cloud illustrated in FIG.
3. For example, controller 250 may determine for each point 10

in the first EGI segment, the corresponding point in the first
3D point cloud (top half of FIG. 3). Similarly, for each point
in the second EGI segment, controller 250 may determine the
corresponding point in the second 3D point cloud (top half of 15
FIG. 3). Having located the corresponding points in the first
or second point clouds, controller 250 may retrieve the x, y,
and z coordinates for those points in the first and second point
clouds. By ignoring the z coordinates for those points, each of
the points may be projected onto an X-Y 2D plane based on 20
their respective x and y coordinates. For example, if a certain
point in the first EGI segment has a corresponding point
(x16, y19, z20) in the first point cloud, the point may be
mapped onto the 2D plane with coordinates (16, 19). An
exemplary projection is illustrated in FIG. 5 where the blue 25
points are points from the white/first point cloud and the red
points are from the red/second point cloud.

Next, controller 250 may determine a distribution map for
each of the first and second EGI segments in S305. As dis-
cussed earlier with reference to FIGS. 6 and 7, controller 250 30
may generate an NxM grid with each grid point as a bin or
bucket. Having generated the NxM grid, controller 250 may
distribute each of the points in the 2D plane (FIG. 5) across
the NxM grid. To distribute a point present in the 2D plane,
controller 250 may determine the x and y coordinates of the 35
point in the 2D plane illustrated in FIG. 5. Eachpoint from the
2D plane may be assigned a value of 1 and this value may be
distributed across the different buckets or gridpoints based on
the x and y coordinates of the point, as discussed earlier.

Having calculated in S305 the first and second distribution 40
maps for the first and second EGI segments, respectively,
controller 250 may determine in S306 a correlation between
the distribution maps over a plurality of rotations. In S306,
controller 250 may rotate the second distribution map by a
predetermined value (in degrees). Next, controller 250 may 45
take a correlation between the rotated second distribution
map and the first distribution map. The correlation may be
obtained using a known method such as a Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT). Controller 250 may then shift the rotated second
distribution map laterally by, for example, shifting the x and 50
y coordinates of the rotated second distribution map. Control-
ler 250 may again determine a correlation between the shifted
map and the first distribution map. Controller 250 may then
again shift the x and y coordinates of the rotated distribution
map and take another correlation. By iterating this process, 55
for a given rotation value, controller 250 may determine a
correlation map that maps correlation values with the amount
of lateral shift. An exemplary correlation map is shown in
FIG. 8. In the correlation map of FIG. 8, the x and y coordi-
nates refer to the amount of shift for the rotated second dis- 60
tribution map. In the correlation map, the z-axis denotes the
correlation value for any given lateral shift. Next, controller
250 may rotate the original second distribution map by
another rotation value and determine a corresponding corre-
lation map for the rotation value as discussed above. Accord- 65
ingly, controller 250 may determine a plurality of correlation
maps for a plurality of rotation values.

10
In S307, controller 250 may determine lateral displace-

ment and angular orientation change of machine 100 using
the correlation maps. The rotation value corresponding to the
correlation map with the highest correlation value may pro-
vide the yaw for machine 100. For example, the correlation
map of FIG. 8 corresponds to a rotation of 9.2 degrees, which
controller 250 may determine as the yaw of machine 100. The
x and y coordinates, scaled by an appropriate scaling value, of
the location of the peak in the selected correlation map may
provide the lateral displacement of machine 100 in the x and
y directions. By utilizing the lateral displacement, controller
250 may determine the velocity of machine 100 based on the
time difference between the first point cloud and the second
point cloud, which is known to controller 250. The process
may continue to repeat in this manner until receiving instruc-
tions to stop or until new data ceases to be collected from the
machine 100.

While the above algorithm was described with reference to
the calculation of yaw for machine 100, the algorithm may be
modified to calculate roll and pitch either separately or
together with yaw. For example, to determine pitch, controller
250 may determine in S303 the first and second EGI segments
by filtering using ̀y'threshold values as opposed to ̀ z'thresh-
old values. An exemplary filtering criterion may be 
—0.2<y<0.2. Having determined the first and second EGI
segments, in S304, controller 250 may project the points in
the EGI segments onto a 2D plane using the x and z coordinate
values of the points from the first and second point clouds.
That is, instead of creating a 2D map using x and y coordinate
values as shown in FIG. 5, controller 250 may create a 2D
map using x and z coordinate values. Similarly, in S305, the
first and second distribution maps be generated using the x
and z coordinate values as opposed to x and y coordinate
values. With respect to rotation of the distribution maps in
S306, the x and z coordinates may be shifted to determine
correlation maps for different rotation values. Like the calcu-
lation for yaw, in S307, the rotation corresponding to the
highest correlation value may correspond to the pitch. For
calculating roll, a similar process may be followed except that
the filtering criterion would be based on the x coordinate, and
the y and z coordinate values may be used for the 2D planes
and subsequent steps.

While the exemplary methods and processes may be
described herein as a series of steps, it is to be understood that
the order of the steps may be varied. In particular, non-depen-
dent steps may be performed in any order, or in parallel.
The disclosed exemplary embodiments may allow for a

faster, more robust, and more accurate registration technique
for 3D point clouds in comparison with prior art techniques.
Unlike certain prior art techniques, the disclosed motion esti-
mation system may determine lateral displacement between
the point clouds and hence, may provide the ability to deter-
mine velocity of the machine. Further, the disclosed tech-
niques may not be highly reliant on object characteristics and
hence, may be applicable when the detected objects are uni-
form in all directions, such as a ball.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various
modifications and variations can be made to the disclosed
motion estimation system. Other embodiments will be appar-
ent to those skilled in the art from consideration of the speci-
fication and practice of the disclosed motion estimation sys-
tem. It is intended that the specification and examples be
considered as exemplary only, with a true scope being indi-
cated by the following claims and their equivalents.
What is claimed is:
1. A computer-implemented method of estimating motion

of a machine, comprising: determining, by one or more com-
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puter processors, a first point cloud and a second point cloud
corresponding to an environment in a vicinity of the machine;
generating, by the one or more computer processors, a first
extended gaussian image (EGI) for the first point cloud and a
second EGI for the second point cloud; determining, by the
one or more computer processors, a first EGI segment based
on the first EGI and a second EGI segment based on the
second EGI; determining, by the one or more computer pro-
cessors, a first two dimensional distribution for points in the
first EGI segment and a second two dimensional distribution
for points in the second EGI segment; and estimating, by the
one or more computer processors, motion of the machine
based on the first and second two dimensional distributions;
wherein the first EGI segment and the second EGI segment is
a subset of points in the first EGI and the second EGI obtained
by filtering the points in the first EGI and the second EGI
using a predefined criterion; wherein the filtering includes:

defining a first threshold value and a second threshold
value for a first coordinate axis, the first threshold value
greater than the second threshold value; and

filtering out points in the first and second EGI whose coor-
dinate value for the first coordinate axis is greater than
the first threshold value and less than the second thresh-
old value.

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein
the first EGI is generated by taking a norm of each point in the
first point cloud and the second EGI is generated by taking a
norm of each point in the second point cloud.

3. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein
estimating motion of the machine includes:

determining a first distribution map based on the first two
dimensional distribution and a second distribution map
based on the second two dimensional distribution; and

rotating the second distribution map by a plurality of rota-
tion values and taking a correlation between the first
distribution map and rotated second distribution map to
generate a correlation map for each of the plurality of
rotation values.

4. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, wherein
generating a correlation map includes:

laterally shifting the rotated second distribution map for a
plurality of shift values; and

for each of the shift values, calculating a correlation
between the rotated second distribution map and the first
distribution map.

5. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, wherein
estimating motion of the machine further includes estimating
an angular orientation and lateral displacement of the
machine based on the correlation maps.

6. A system for estimating motion of a machine, compris-
ing:

a perception sensor configured to generate a first point
cloud and a second point cloud corresponding to an
environment in a vicinity of the machine; and

a controller in communication with the perception sensor,
the controller configured to:

generate a first extended Gaussian image (EGI) for the first
point cloud and a second EGI forthe secondpoint cloud;

determine a first EGI segment based on the first EGI and a
second EGI segment based on the second EGI;

determine a first two dimensional distribution for points in
the first EGI segment and a second two dimensional
distribution for points in the second EGI segment; and

estimate motion of the machine based on the first and
second two dimensional distributions; wherein the first
EGI segment and the second EGI segment is a subset of
points in the first EGI and the second EGI obtained by
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filtering the points in the first EGI and the second EGI
using a predefined criterion; wherein the filtering
includes:

defining a first threshold value and a second threshold
5 value for a first coordinate axis, the first threshold value

greater than the second threshold value; and
filtering out points in the first and second EGI whose coor-

dinate value for the first coordinate axis is greater than
the first threshold value and less than the second thresh-

10 old value.
7. The system of claim 6, wherein the controller is config-

ured to generate the first EGI by taking a norm of each point
in the first point cloud and the second EGI by taking a norm of

15 each point in the second point cloud.
8. The system of claim 6, wherein the controller is config-

ured to estimate motion of the machine by:
determining a first distribution map based on the first two

dimensional distribution and a second distribution map
20 based on the second two dimensional distribution; and

rotating the second distribution map by a plurality of rota-
tion values and taking a correlation between the first
distribution map and rotated second distribution map to
generate a correlation map for each of the plurality of

25 rotation values.
9. The system of claim 8, wherein generating a correlation

map includes:
laterally shifting the rotated second distribution map for a

plurality of shift values; and
30 for each of the shift values, calculating a correlation

between the rotated second distribution map and the first
distribution map.

10. The system of claim 8, wherein estimating motion of
the machine further includes estimating an angular orienta-

35 tion and lateral displacement of the machine based on the
correlation maps.
11. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium

storing instructions for enabling a processor to execute a
method of estimating motion of a machine, the method com-

40 prising:
determining a first point cloud and a second point cloud

corresponding to an environment in a vicinity of the
machine;

generating a first extended gaussian image (EGI) for the
45 first point cloud and a second EGI for the second point

cloud;
determining a first EGI segment based on the first EGI and

a second EGI segment based on the second EGI;
determining a first two dimensional distribution for points

50 in the first EGI segment and a second two dimensional
distribution for points in the second EGI segment; and

estimating motion of the machine based on the first and
second two dimensional distributions; wherein the first
EGI segment and the second EGI segment is a subset of

55 points in the first EGI and the second EGI obtained by
filtering the points in the first EGI and the second EGI
using a predefined criterion; wherein the filtering
includes:

defining a first threshold value and a second threshold
60 value for a first coordinate axis, the first threshold value

greater than the second threshold value; and
filtering out points in the first and second EGI whose coor-

dinate value for the first coordinate axis is greater than
the first threshold value and less than the second thresh-

65 old value.
12. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium

of claim 11, wherein the first EGI is generated by taking a
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norm of each point in the first point cloud and the second EGI
is generated by taking a norm of each point in the second point
cloud.

13. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium
of claim 11, wherein estimating motion of the machine s
includes:

determining a first distribution map based on the first two
dimensional distribution and a second distribution map
based on the second two dimensional distribution; and

rotating the second distribution map by a plurality of rota- io
tion values and taking a correlation between the first
distribution map and rotated second distribution map to
generate a correlation map for each of the plurality of
rotation values.

14. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 15
of claim 13, wherein estimating motion of the machine fur-
ther includes estimating an angular orientation and lateral
displacement of the machine based on the correlation maps.
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